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Évora is the city where creative tension finds in
the streets and squares, the privileged space to
challenge those who live the city, to participate in
the construction of another world.
In Évora, one lives and feels every day the presence
of Culture as an essential pillar of development, as a
way of constant daring and provocation, in the face
of the two thousand years of history
Building the City of Culture is a process that requires
forbearance, the ability to engage the creative forces
without the temptation to contain or guide them.
The building of the future must be able to break
with the past, without destroying the memory that
in cities such as Évora, assume the weight of what is
essential.

There is no form of intervention that is minor or
can be discarded and therefore what we program
and challenge to make happen, is diverse in
expression and consistent with the strategic goal of
contaminating with Culture all that is life in the City.
The application to the European Capital of Culture
2027, is part of this project, which leads to the paths
of the design of the Creative City, with the people
that dwells it in full and wholehearted.

Eduardo Luciano

Councillor with the Department of Culturet
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MUNICIPAL SITES

Garcia de Resende Theatre | Eclectic program
(theatre, music, dance) | Org: Câmara Municipal de
Évora (CME)
Arena de Évora | Eclectic program (theatre, music,
dance) |Org: CME
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CELEBRATIONS AND EPHEMERIDES

Lugares de Abril | Artistic interventions, involving
all arts without aesthetic or gender limits, in places
marked by the Revolution of April 25 | April – Org:
CME

Cantar as Janeiras - Singing throughout the city,
dozens of groups converge at Sertório Square and
in front of the bonfire sing the Janeiras, wishing
everyone a good year | January 6 - Org: CME and
Juntas de Freguesia

Vozes de Abril | Surprise Mini Concerts take place in
public spaces of the Historic Center and the outskirts
| April - Org: CME and Juntas de Freguesia

New Year’s Eve party at the Giraldo Square, the
square “of all meetings” | December 31 / January 1
- Org: CME

SHE’s Anniversary Show | Sociedade Harmonia
Eborense in Giraldo Square | Abril 23 - Org: SHE
Celebration of the night of the April Revolution of
1974 at Giraldo Square with songwriters who make
of the song a weapon | April 24/25 – Org: CME

Évora 32 years of World Heritage | Celebration of
the 32nd anniversary of Évora classification as World
Heritage Site by UNESCO | November 25 - Org: CME
Christmas Classic 2018 | Initiatives in various artistic
and cultural aspects to celebrate this festive season |
December - Org: CME and cultural agents
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FAIRS AND FESTIVALS

FESTAE - Amateur Theatre Festival of Évora / March
month the theatre - Amateur Theatre Performances
| March | Org: Sociedade Operária de Instrução e
Recreio Joaquim António de Aguiar (SOIR-JAA)
Livros à Rua | Book fair, stories, poems, storytelling
and everything that has to do with words | April Org: CME
Medieval Fair | Re-enactment events, sale of
products and performances depicting medieval
times |April / May - Org: CME
CONDOMÍNIO·ÉVORA - 3rd Edition | Festival of
local culture in living spaces | April- Org: Condomínio
Évora

Capote Fest | Festival that promotes new Portuguese
music | May - Org: Capote Música
EXIB Música - Ibero-American music expo | The
EXIB is a specialized market in Latin American music,
which involves the gathering of professionals in
various fields - musicians, management, production,
programming, curatorial, communications - which
allows it to implement all actions related to the music
market and, in this specific case, those exclusively
aimed at the dissemination and circulation of Latin
American music - Spain and Portugal | May - Org:
CME

Lá FORA - Performing Arts Festival | Music, Dance
and Theatre in a great party for all | June - Org:
Fundação Eugénio de Almeida
Feira S. João (Annual Market) | The great and
centennial Fair of the city, of popular character, that
takes place in Rossio of São Brás . Big names of local
and national music are present every year on the
stage of the public garden | June - Org: CME
Artes à Rua | Festival involving music, theater,
dance, film, video, literature, photography, street art,
critical reflection, performance, crisscrossing and (re)
creating places of living. Interacting they create new
narratives that relate arts, heritage places, people,
over more than 50 days | July and August - Org: CME
Contanário – V Festival of Tales and Ways to Tell
September - Org: É Neste País, Associação Cultural
XX Jornadas Internacionais “Escola de Música da Sé
de Évora” | Music and conferences | October - Org:
Eborae Música
19th International Meeting of Young Art | Every
year, young artists from various countries meet in
Évora to interpret the city through paintings and
drawings | October - Org: Teoartis Galeria

19.º FIDANC, International Contemporary Dance
Festival | Focused on promoting the artistic language
of Portuguese dance and its creators | October - Org:
Companhia de Dança Contemporânea de Évora
5th Music Festival ‘18, Music Department of
the School of Arts at the University of Évora |
This initiative aims to share with the surrounding
community the artistic work developed by the
Music Department | October/November - Org:
Universidade de Évora (UÉ)
FIKE – Évora International Short Film Festival|
October/November - Org: SOIR
BLACK BASS - Évora Fest 2018 | – Independent Music
Festival | November - Org: Pointlist
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